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S = Secure
Academic Performance Indicators

D = Developing

Student accomplishes part of the task independently. Student can sometimes explain or
demonstrate the process but may need prompting to complete it.

B = Beginning

Student seldom demonstrates an understanding of concepts and procedures, while
requiring consistent support.
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I = Insufficient Evidence

Due to insufficient evidence of learning and or excessive absences, the teacher is unable
to rate this skill.

T1 Comment: 

T2 Comment: 

T3 Comment: 

Student: Test Test

Teacher: 

Attendance of of 11/9/20 T1 T2 T3

Days Absent

Times Tardy

T1 T2 T31st Grade Learner Characteristics

Does not interrupt when others are talking

Interacts appropriately with peers in social setting

Takes responsibility for actions

Follows written and oral directions

Organizes self and materials

Follows school/class expectations and routines

Produces quality work

Absences and tardies affect learning

Cooperates and contributes to group work

Manages time

Writes legibly

X = Needs Improvement

T1 T2 T3

Student performance meets the demands of the task and demonstrates a firm grasp of the
concepts and procedures involved. Student can independently apply understanding in
different contexts.



Academic Performance Indicators

Demonstrates rhythm skills

Application of Learning

Understands music vocabulary

Knowledge of Concepts

Music

Identify methods of health promotion and illness prevention

Fitness/Wellness

Understands rhythmic movements

Knowledge of Concepts

Physical Education

Student presents, connects and responds to artwork

Knowledge of Concepts

Student creates artwork based on learning objectives

Creation

Art

T1 T2 T3

T1 T3

T1 T2 T3

T2

T1 T3T2Literature

Writing

Reads accurately and fluently to support comprehension

Uses grade-level phonics and skills necessary to decode words

Can write dictations

Recognizes the characteristics of a sentence

Foundational Skills

Language

Write a narrative story with two details and an ending

Write an informative text with theme, meaning, and end

Writes an opinion text with meaning and two reasons

Identifies the main topic or retells key details in an informative text

Retell a story or describe key details in a story

Ask and answer questions

Literature Informational Text

STEM T1 T2 T3

Asking questions and defining problems

Developing and using models

S = Secure D = Developing B = Beginning I = Insufficient Evidence

T1

Mathematics T1 T2 T3

Operations & Algebraic Thinking

Uses strategies to add and subtract

Fluently add and subtract within 10

Numbers & Operations:  Base Ten

Counts, reads and writes to 120, starting at any number less than 120

Understands two digit numbers as tens and ones

Compares two 2-digit numbers

T2 T3Social Studies
Identify and explain how rules function in settings in and out of school

Measurement & Data

Uses addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems

Explore facts from sources that can be used to answer developed questions

Uses Spanish articles correctly in relationship to number, gender, & case

Tells and writes time to the nearest hour and half-hour

Organizes and interprets data

Geometry

Builds and draws shapes to possess defining attributes

Expresses the length of an object as a whole number of units

Composes 2 and 3 dimensional shapes to create a new composite shape

Construct and interpret maps to navigate familiar places

Adds and subtracts within 20


